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Dear Supporter,
The most common question I’m asked about Young Voices is: what is
your organization's biggest impact for liberty?
When I took the helms of the operation in 2016, I thought the answer
was obvious; it’s the media hits, of course! Young Voices averages over
500 op-ed, TV, and radio hits per year — more than one per day.
Upon further reflection, however, I realized that our biggest impact
was qualitative, not quantitative. While we are proud of our numbers,
our value-add is best seen in the difference we make in an individual
writer's career, supporting a lifelong career advocating freedom.
Over the past five years, 276 young writers have participated in our
program, many of which have had transformational experiences. But,
you don’t have to take it from me. The results speak for themselves.
In the coming pages, I’ve collected stories of writers whose
participation in Young Voices' program resulted in a measurable
impact on their careers. Your support has empowered these advocates
for liberty, and your continued support can empower 276 more… and
maybe 276 more after that!
For the future,
Casey Given
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30 UNDER 30
from Red Alert Politics

In November, The Washington Examiner and Red Alert Politics released
their 2018 “30 Under 30” list recognizing libertarian and conservative
leaders under 30-years-old. I am thrilled to announce that four Young
Voices contributors and alumni made the cut.
Meet our honorees and learn how Young Voices has impacted their
professional development:

AMELIA
IRVINE
is a senior at Georgetown University and
Young Voices contributor. In the spring,
Amelia won first place in Young Voices’
Campus Pundit Scholarship competition for
an op-ed she published in her student
newspaper, The Hoya, defending Second
Amendment rights. Amelia is currently
participating in Young Voices’ Tech Policy
Fellowship this fall, making media hits
defending American innovation.
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BRAD
POLUMBO
is a senior at the University of Massachusetts
Amherst and Young Voices contributor. Over the
summer, Brad worked along Young Voices’ staff
as an editorial intern in our Washington, DC
office. Our editors were so impressed with his
work at the time that he was promoted to
assistant editor. Today, Brad helps the team edit
and place Young Voices’ op-eds on a daily basis.
Brad is also a participant in Young Voices’ Free
Society Fellowship this fall, publishing media hits
defending the free society from illiberal
populism around the world.

TYLER
GRANT
is a Young Voices contributor and lawyer in
Washington, DC. As a member of our newest
class, Tyler has quickly become one of our most
prolific writers, scoring publications and
interviews in prominent outlets including The
National Interest and SiriusXM. We see bright
things ahead for Tyler!

KAT
MURTI
is the senior digital outreach manager at the
Cato Institute and a Young Voices alumna. I’ve
personally known Kat since our college days at
the University of California, Berkeley, where she
and I would throw joint events between our two
clubs — Students For Liberty and Students for
Sensible Drug Policy. During her tenure at Young
Voices, Kat made appearances on Fox 5 DC and
CRTV.
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AFRICANLIBERTY.ORG
Students For Liberty launched
an exciting new initiative
recently aiming to popularize
free markets and individual
liberty across the African
continent: AfricanLiberty.org.
Young Voices was thrilled to
learn that all of
AfricanLiberty.org's staff and
fellows are Young Voices
alumni.

This is precisely the outcome we
aim for as an organization, to
cultivate the communication skills
of young advocates for freedom to
the point that new projects
emerge.

IBRAHIM ANOBA
Managing Editor of AfricanLiberty.org
I graduated college with lots of ideas on
advancing economic freedom and individual
liberty in Africa but struggled to find my voice.
Young Voices gave me that. Now I blend my
academic writing skills with the journalistic
style learned through the amazing editors at
Young Voices for my daily work. Young Voices
is rapidly becoming the spirit of the freedom
movement, and the intellectual future of the
classical liberal philosophy is well secured in
the hearts of its contributors.

With former Young Voices Managing Editor Stacy Ndlovu and current Contributor Alexander Hammond
serving as a senior fellows, AfricanLiberty.org is sure to bloom into the go-to source for news and analysis on
the continent from a pro-liberty perspective.

Olumayowa Okediran
Contributor Alumnus
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Stacy Ndlovu
Staff Alumna

Alexander Hammond
Current Contributor

Phumlani Majozi
Contributor Alumnus
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UNDERSCORED
A YOUNG VOICES PODCAST
Did you know Young Voices has a podcast?
Started in 2015 by then Editorial Intern
Daniel Pryor, the podcast serves as a channel
for our writers to practice their public
speaking skills in a comfortable environment.
A lot has changed over the podcast’s threeyear history. Daniel now serves as head of
programmes for the UK-based Adam Smith
Institute. Nowadays, Young Voices Public
Relations Manager Stephen Kent hosts the
podcast, and just last month he relaunched it
with a new title: Underscored.

WHY PODCAST?
There is a so much news out there, but what
really matters? On the Underscored podcast,
Stephen and contributor guests highlight
what’s important for the week in politics,
policy, and journalism. Featuring insights
from expert guests and interviews with
Young Voices writers, you’ll get a clear
picture of what’s trending in the news and
why.

The real value of Underscored isn’t what
happens on air, but off. After each podcast,
Stephen gives the guest contributor pointers
on how to improve his or her public speaking
skills for future broadcast interviews. If they
do well, he will then pitch the writer for reallife TV and radio opportunities. We look
forward to utilizing the podcast as a launching
pad for future great communicators for liberty.
.

Young Voices has genuinely changed my life. Working as a
contributor and remote editorial assistant from the UK
helped me acquire the skills and contacts necessary to
launch myself into the liberty movement. Their team has
helped me get published in outlets where I would not have
otherwise, honed my op-ed writing skills, and provided lowpressure media training through the Young Voices podcast.
If you aspire to become a journalist, pundit, writer, radio
host, or work in communications more generally, I'd
massively encourage you to join Young Voices!"
DANIEL

PRYOR

Head of Programmes, Adam Smith Institute

Search "Underscored Podcast" on iTunes or Stitcher to subscribe
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MEDIA HIT HIGHLIGHTS
A HANDFUL OF OUR BEST HITS OVER THE PAST SIX MONTHS
FROM THE WRITERS IN OUR CONTRIBUTOR PROGRAM

Matt Larosiere
in Playboy on 3-D guns

"So who are 3-D printed guns really useful for?
Certainly, not common criminals. Despite the
availability of files, 3-D printing remains a
tremendously technical undertaking that few
common crooks are competent enough to handle
properly. Like metalworking tools that can
likewise produce a firearm, 3-D printers require
special knowledge and skill."

Young Voices Contributor
Jerrod Laber discussed the
perils of endless war on
CRTV’s Kibbe on Liberty
with Matt Kibbe.

Jack Hipkins
in OC Register on rent control
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"Even beyond the negative externalities of rent
control, Prop. 10 was just a bad policy. Rather
than push local governments to actually resolve
California’s affordable housing crisis, the
passage of Prop 10. would’ve simply given local
communities more power over housing policy —
power they have historically used to exacerbate
our housing shortage"
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224

107

op-ed publications
(June 1 - November 30)

TV/radio hits
(June 1 - November 30)

On track to surpass previous
fiscal year record of 379

Surpassed previous
fiscal year record of 87

FELLOWSHIP MEDIA

HIGHLIGHTS
Free Society Fellow Katarzyna Szczypska in Counterpunch:
Of course, U.S. institutions are stronger and its democracy
more mature, but Poland is a useful reminder of how quickly
things can go wrong. Illiberalism can slip through objective
measures of economic prosperity or facts, and once it finds
its way, it’s a destructive force that unfolds at a dramatic
pace. Poland, if viewed rightly, is a prime example and
warning for America on just how easy it is to grow
complacent.
Free Society Fellow Jake Grant in CapX:
Hungary should offer a salutary lesson in the way an
apparently thriving democracy can fall into authoritarianism.
Orbán has succeeded not only in taking over the high
commands of his country’s political and economic
institutions, but he’s done so by fomenting hostility to the
needs of those who badly need help. Trump’s America may
not be there yet — but, if it’s not careful, it’s a path it could
easily tread.
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